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Foreword

With the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region hosting back-to-back United Nations climate conferences (COP27 and COP28), energy transition and decarbonization are rapidly coming to the fore in the regional discourse. In recent years, many MENA governments have introduced aggressive emissions reduction targets, leading major companies to announce their net-zero programmes. However, compared to similar economies, MENA companies are lagging behind in their sustainability ambitions. Only 12% of companies in the region have committed to net-zero emissions targets and even fewer (7%) have specified how they will achieve these targets.

Against this backdrop, it is imperative to accelerate collaboration between the public and private sectors and promote the implementation of a regional carbon market to support a pragmatic and cost-effective transition to a low-carbon economy.

Despite significant efforts and major initiatives, carbon markets in the region are still in their infancy and progress towards their development is variable. But greater collaboration and integration can benefit carbon reduction plans across the MENA region. For carbon markets to meaningfully contribute to emissions reduction targets, much more must be done to build regional capacity and establish a transparent and credible market framework to attract private sector participation and financing.

Article 6 of the Paris Agreement provides a framework for an international carbon market that MENA regional markets can integrate. With thoughtful design of the operational arrangements, it offers countries and companies the necessary flexibility to achieve their net-zero strategies and realize their decarbonization pathways.

It is within this context that the World Economic Forum, through the Carbon Market Innovation Initiative, in collaboration with PwC, is engaging relevant stakeholders in the carbon market ecosystem to support capacity building around the operationalization of Article 6.

Looking ahead to COP28, we seek to promote insightful discussions around how the Article 6 ecosystem needs to evolve to be successful. A particular priority of the initiative is a geographic focus on the MENA region, which faces strong challenges in its decarbonization efforts, yet has been somewhat under-represented in early Article 6 engagement activities.

This report will serve as a reference for public and private entities in the MENA region to understand what needs to be done in the near term to promote meaningful participation in the Article 6 mechanism.
Executive summary

Carbon markets harness the power of trade to channel cost-effective capital into carbon reduction projects, contributing to private and public sector net-zero goals. However, today’s carbon markets – whether voluntary, compliance or international – are fragmented and lack both shared standards and trust in carbon credit quality.

The Paris Agreement’s Article 6 provides an international framework to integrate the latest standards for recognizing eligible carbon credits, creating a shared infrastructure to track transactions and avoid double counting, and implementing governance processes endorsed by national governments and the United Nations. These measures will increase trust, improve market interaction and encourage large-scale investment in carbon reductions.

Article 6 introduces two key market mechanisms:

- **Article 6.2**: Enables countries to trade carbon credits (known as Internationally Transferred Mitigation Outcomes or ITMOs) to meet their carbon reduction goals.

Challenges in implementing Article 6 include:

- **Double counting**: Without a central mechanism for registering and approving carbon reduction projects, carbon markets run the risk of multiple parties claiming a given credit.

- **Avoided emissions**: The question of whether emissions avoidance efforts can be used to generate Article 6.4 certificates needs clarification.

- **Carbon credit trading registry**: Progress on this is essential to maintain momentum and give potential market participants clear information about how the market will work.

Status of carbon markets in MENA region

The Middle East holds half the world’s oil reserves and 40% of its natural gas. Its per capita annual emissions are among the highest of any region in the world (13 tCO2e), trailing North America (19 tCO2e) and above Europe (7.8 tCO2e). Only half of MENA’s 16 nations have committed to net zero. As the region hosts COP28 in December, it has an opportunity to use Article 6 to accelerate carbon abatement.

Article 6 mechanisms will open opportunities for countries in the region to comply with their NDCs. Three pillars must be in place to operationalize Article 6:

- **Governance**: Addresses institutional requirements and roles needed to create credible processes to enable trading of carbon reduction credits.

- **Financing**: Refers to resources needed to finance carbon reduction projects and the alternatives to do so under Article 6 schemes.

- **Infrastructure**: Establishes tools to support the ongoing trade in and funding of carbon reduction projects.
Opportunities in implementing Article 6 across MENA

MENA’s leadership in energy markets and access to vast renewable resources (the region receives 22-26% of all global solar energy) position it as a major potential supplier of carbon credits. MENA has doubled renewable energy capacity in the last decade. If emissions reduction targets are exceeded and renewable projects are eligible, MENA could generate carbon credits for the Article 6 market.

Breakthrough technologies:
- Green hydrogen, created with renewable energy, can replace fossil fuels in hard-to-abate sectors. Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Oman, Egypt and Morocco are actively exploring opportunities.
- Saudi Arabia and the UAE have announced investments in carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) and direct air capture (DAC).
- These breakthrough technologies align with carbon reduction projects that could generate ITMOS and A6.4ERs by avoiding and capturing emissions.

Natural climate solutions (NCS):
- MENA’s unique environmental conditions offer opportunities for NCS, such as mangrove forests, reforestation, afforestation and sustainable land management.
- The region’s commitment is evident in the Middle East Green Initiative’s aim to plant 50 billion trees and Oman’s mission to plant 10 million trees.

Interviews with market players from June-July 2023 highlighted opportunities and barriers to scaling up Article 6 markets across MENA.

Opportunities to expand Article 6 markets:
- 63% of respondents acknowledged Article 6’s role in stimulating private sector participation in the low-carbon transition – helping close the regional climate finance gap (~$186 billion).
- 50% said Article 6 could facilitate access to new low-carbon technologies, enabling future collaborations.
- 50% saw Article 6 as a catalyst for progress towards sustainable development goals.

Barriers to scaling up Article 6 markets:
- 94% declared the lack of an enabling national policy environment and uncertainty around participation mechanisms as major challenges.
- 56% reported uncertainty around eligibility of mitigation activities under Article 6 operations and how the private sector could play a pre-eminent role.
- 50% identified insufficient supporting infrastructure, such as a lack of national registries or MRV systems.

Establish a regional Article 6 governance framework with guidelines on how to participate:
- Guidelines must meet requirements of Article 6 while leveraging existing national carbon market infrastructure.
- Learn from existing deal-tracking and transfer systems (e.g. in Morocco, Tunisia, the UAE and Saudi Arabia).
- Guidelines should cover repercussions for non-compliance with standards for quality, integrity and delivery.

Evaluate eligible Article 6 carbon reduction activities that align with NDC compliance:
- MENA countries should examine their NDCs and determine the sectors and activities where emissions reductions or removals are a priority.
- It is then necessary to determine which climate projects in the region are eligible under Article 6.
- During this process the main priority for countries must remain compliance with their NDCs.
Enhance the infrastructure to implement Article 6 operationalization:

- Build digital transaction infrastructure to ensure transparency and confidence in the carbon market.
- Create secure digital registries to define the use of international, regional or national approaches.
- Adopt digital tools for data collection that are interoperable with international systems.

Find synergies between future compliance carbon markets and regional voluntary initiatives:

- Synergies between different carbon markets could unlock opportunities for emissions reduction, attract investment and accelerate progress towards climate goals.
- To ensure fungibility between markets, develop a clear, unified legal framework with provisions for voluntary and compliance carbon markets.
- Support projects developed in the voluntary carbon market that can transition into compliance carbon markets or qualify for Article 6.

Strengthen public-private interactions to provide clear market signals and promote private sector participation:

- By improving public-private communication, companies can better understand the status, needs and opportunities of carbon markets, sparking interest for developers and attracting foreign investment.
- Countries can work with international organizations to create public-private partnerships to mitigate risk and generate financial rewards from project development in an Article 6 context.

Approach to align Article 6 initiatives with MENA stakeholders’ interests:

- MENA governments, organizations and private entities have the opportunity to engage with multiple initiatives working to operationalize Article 6 across the region.
- These include initiatives led by the World Economic Forum’s Carbon Market Innovation Initiative, Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI), MENA Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM), Global Green Growth Institute DAPA Program (Morocco), Global Carbon Council (GCC), and two UN initiatives: Carbon Payment for Development (CP4D) and the Regional Collaboration Centre (RCC) for MENA and South Asia.

Article 6 can be a turning point in the world’s progress towards net zero. It provides a framework for creating robust, trusted carbon markets that can attract the investment required to decarbonize the global economy at scale and speed. It is time to double-down on efforts to make Article 6 trading a reality in MENA and unblock financial flows that could transform the region and its approach to climate risk.
An overview of carbon markets and Article 6

Carbon markets provide a pragmatic and cost-effective approach to decarbonization.
Carbon markets harness the power of trade to enable market participants to identify and accelerate progress towards net-zero goals by channeling capital into carbon reduction projects. However, today’s carbon markets face challenges such as fragmentation, a lack of shared standards and a lack of trust in carbon credit quality. This reduces market participation and limits carbon markets’ ability to support decarbonization at scale. To resolve these issues, a framework is needed in which carbon credits are well defined and traceable, with universal rules and standards to improve market interaction and encourage large-scale investment in carbon reductions.

### 1.1 Today’s carbon markets

Carbon markets can be divided into three types: voluntary, compliance and international (see Figure 1). Each market provides opportunities for buyers to buy and project developers to sell carbon credits.

- **Voluntary carbon market (VCM):** A VCM purchaser looks to meet their voluntary carbon reduction commitment through a business-to-business transaction with a project developer, broker or exchange for the rights to claim an emission project's carbon reduction outcomes (i.e. offsets/carbon credits).

- **Compliance carbon market:** A regulated entity under a compliance market seeks to meet regulatory standards or target compliance obligations and uses either emission allowances (pollution permits sold or provided by the regulator) or offset credits resulting from eligible carbon reduction projects.

- **International carbon market:** A nation under an international or sovereign market, for example Article 6, funds carbon reduction project(s) in a host nation in return for the rights to claim the carbon reduction outcomes in the host nation against its Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) under the Paris Agreement – see Box 1.

Each market provides ways for businesses to participate as both buyers and suppliers of carbon credits; and each market structure exists to draw capital towards climate mitigation action. In the voluntary market, there is a private interest in taking action to offset emissions and receiving recognition for that action (e.g. achieving net zero). In a compliance market, jurisdictional authorities use carbon markets to increase carbon reduction activities by putting a limit on each regulated entity’s allowance, thereby changing economic investment incentives. An international market is a compliance market that applies to entire nations. It uses quantitative emission volume restrictions and pricing to create an emissions market. However, its market boundary is global, providing increased reduction opportunities, allowing for greater and more efficient reductions while also potentially supporting a just transition — since carbon reduction projects often exist in less-developed nations that need capital to pursue those projects.

Underpinning each of these markets is the principle that a unit of carbon can be traded between counterparties. Typically, a unit of carbon represents one tonne of carbon dioxide-equivalent (CO₂e) per credit. In each market, participants require credit to cover their compliance obligation or voluntary commitment. Credits are based on the quantity of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduced or eliminated by a carbon reduction project. When a credit is used it is said to be retired or surrendered against a GHG emission to negate the effect of that emission. Carbon credits are tracked on a registry so they can only be used once and not double counted.

Some compliance markets have started to allow a degree of flexibility to incorporate international carbon credits. For example, Singapore will allow companies to use international carbon credits to offset up to 5% of their taxable emissions from 2024.¹ But today, carbon markets are mostly fragmented and there are limited inter-market transactions. For instance, a regulated entity in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) cannot use carbon offsets or credits from the VCM to meet its compliance obligation – VCM credits are not fungible under the EU ETS.

Article 6 seeks to resolve this issue by establishing a common definition of a carbon credit and standard, centralized infrastructure and governance to enable trading. This fungibility of credits will provide regulated entities (countries or companies) with flexibility to meet their targets more rapidly and often at a lower overall cost. Fungibility also supports liquidity of carbon markets, resulting in better and more efficient price discovery, in turn increasing investment incentives that should decrease the current decarbonization funding gap.

The Paris Agreement’s Article 6 provides such a framework for creating an internationally endorsed carbon market. An Article 6 market would achieve the following:

- Integrate the most recent standards for recognizing eligible carbon credits leading to a standard asset class.

- Create a shared infrastructure to track transactions and avoid double counting, thereby increasing credibility.

- Implement governance processes endorsed by national governments and United Nations’ approval processes, further increasing trust.

**Fungibility of credits under Article 6** will provide regulated entities (countries or companies) with flexibility to meet their targets more rapidly and often at a lower overall cost.

---
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Understanding today’s diverse carbon markets

**Carbon Market**
To buy and sell allowances and offsets

- **Allowances**
- **ITMOs**
- **ERUs**
- **A6.4ERs**
- **VERs**
- **CERs**

**Carbon offsets**
Projects generating emissions reductions or removals

- Tree
- Wind turbine
- Solar panel

**International Carbon Market**

Government A sets a cap and allocates allowances to emitter companies of specific sectors

Could be part of both segments of the carbon market

**Compliance Carbon Market**

Comply with national emissions reduction regulations

Emitter A: Available allowances
- Sell carbon allowances

Emitter B: Excess GHG emissions
- Buy carbon allowances

**Voluntary Carbon Market**

Voluntary climate commitments
Private corporations and other institutions

Entities with voluntary climate commitments aim to buy carbon credits

**Types of carbon units** (allowances or offset credits)

- **ITMO**
  Internationally Transferred Mitigation Outcome
- **ERU**
  Emission Reduction Unit
- **A6.4ER**
  Article 6.4 Emission Reduction
- **VER**
  Voluntary Emission Reduction
- **CER**
  Certified Emission Reduction

**FIGURE 1**

International Carbon Market

- NDCs Government A
  - Buy ITMOs
- NDCs Government B
  - Sell ITMOs

Other International Mitigation Purposes (OIMP)

Aviation and shipping sectors

Currently, these sectors use voluntary credits and could use international credits

Bilateral agreements to sell or buy ITMOs
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$923 billion in market value (2022)

$2 billion in market value (2022)
1.2 Evolving carbon markets and development of Article 6

Through Article 6, the Paris Agreement introduces market mechanisms (Articles 6.2 and 6.4) to authorize the generation, transfer or trading of carbon credits which represent GHG emissions avoidance or removal project outcomes. Meanwhile, Article 6.8 is a non-market mechanism which allows for international cooperation between parties with no expectation that credits are traded or transferred.

Global carbon markets under Article 6 can link currently fragmented markets and nations, enabling them to undertake cooperative carbon reduction projects, as well as helping businesses and private capital to move more quickly and efficiently to work towards net zero. The relevant types of market mechanisms under Article 6 are summarized below.

Decarbonizing the global economy at sufficient scale and speed will require trillions of dollars of capital. Achieving this level of investment will require greater participation from both governments and the private sector. Article 6 can help accelerate carbon market participation in two ways:

- **Article 6.2** enables country-to-country trade of carbon credits through bilateral or multilateral agreements, where an emissions reduction project host nation can transfer credits from the project to a funding nation that can use those credits to meet its NDC.

- **Article 6.4** enables a centralized carbon market where various organizations – nations, private sector and other entities – can register credits from emissions reduction projects to be bought and sold.

Article 6 could be a turning point in the world’s progress towards net zero, if successfully implemented. To properly understand the potential impact of Article 6 and its role in furthering global efforts towards achieving net-zero emissions, it is critical to delve deeper into the specific mechanisms of Article 6.2 and 6.4. This understanding is essential to appreciate how Article 6 can drive accelerated participation from key stakeholders and pave the way for transformative change.

BOX 1

**Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC)**

An NDC or Nationally Determined Contribution is a climate action plan to cut emissions and adapt to climate impacts. Each Party to the Paris Agreement is legally required to establish an NDC and update it every five years. But given the large gap between the emissions cuts required to limit global warming to 1.5°C and the emissions reductions currently planned, the Glasgow Climate Pact in November 2021 called on all countries to revisit and strengthen the targets in their NDCs in 2022. Each new round of updates is expected to ratchet up ambition through steeper emissions cuts and more expansive adaptation measures. So far, all 193 Parties to the Paris Agreement have issued at least a first NDC; by September 2022, 139 Parties had communicated a new or updated NDC.

**Article 6.2: Trading between sovereign states**

Article 6.2 only encompasses bilateral or multilateral trade between sovereign states. It has the following features:

- Carbon reductions/credits under Article 6.2 are traded as Internationally Transferred Mitigation Outcomes (ITMOs) through a voluntary cooperative approach.

- Each ITMO allows one country (host) to transfer avoided or removed GHG emission reductions from a host country project to the buyer country so that the buyer can use those ITMOs towards achieving its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC).

- A “corresponding adjustment” (CA) is required between the transacting countries where emissions associated with the ITMO volume are added to the host country’s NDC ledger and deducted from the buying country’s NDC ledger.

- Agreements are bilateral or multilateral where often the transaction is market-based with the buyer using an offtake agreement based on a price per tonne of CO₂e.

At COP27 in November 2022, Ghana and Switzerland announced the first bilaterally authorized project to be implemented under Article 6.2. So far around 136 ITMO-based pilot projects have been conducted globally to support readiness activities such as awareness raising, capacity building and mitigation planning.
Article 6.4: International trading between various parties

Article 6.4 encompasses international trading between countries, companies and other entities. It has a centralized market mechanism with the following features:

- Framework for parties to receive emissions reduction benefits through funding carbon emissions avoidance or removal projects outside their domestic territories.
- The reduction outcome/credits are registered as Article 6.4 Emission Reductions (A6.4ERs).
- The market includes a central registry for all A6.4ERs.
- A6.4ERS can be designated by the host country’s Declared National Authority (DNA) as either usable against NDCs (like an ITMO) or not usable.
- Trading, infrastructure and governance will be supervised by the UN’s Article 6 Supervisory Body (SB), but projects also need to be approved by each participating DNA.
- An Article 6 registry and mechanism will replace the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) through a transition standard and procedure set to come into force on 1 January 2024.8
- Emissions reduction project eligibility, infrastructure (i.e. registry) and governance are currently being finalized by the SB and the market is expected to go live in 2024.

1.3 How Article 6 markets overlap with other carbon markets

Article 6 markets may interact with and influence existing compliance and voluntary carbon markets. These effects need to be managed and need to be confirmed by each country’s DNA. Figure 2 shows the potential overlap of Article 6 markets with compliance and voluntary markets. For example, governments may extend their obligations under NDCs to local operators through regulation and carbon pricing instruments. Meanwhile, private entities with voluntary climate commitments could see Article 6.4 as an alternative to the current VCM.

FIGURE 2 How Article 6 overlaps with and influences other carbon markets
The Article 6 rulebook provides a framework for the integration of Article 6 credits into Emissions Trading Schemes (ETS) and other carbon market mechanisms. This can bring a diverse set of benefits such as:

- Reducing overall abatement costs (international credits can reduce the costs of meeting compliance requirements).
- Increased market liquidity (as linking to regulated markets creates government regulated demand and higher pricing).
- Consistent definition of the carbon credit commodity.
- Promotion of financing for GHG reduction projects (reducing risk for long-term investors).9
- Enhancing benefits to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and supporting just transition outcomes.

If Article 6 credits are linked to national compliance markets, the companies covered by these carbon pricing schemes can stimulate significant demand in the Article 6 markets. This trading within other compliance mechanisms, known as credit fungibility, gives regulated parties (countries or companies) flexibility to meet their carbon targets, often at a lower overall cost. This provides those parties a wider range of options for managing their strategic and financial carbon positions.

However, linking these carbon schemes to Article 6 credits needs to be carefully considered to avoid any negative impact on climate efforts and to ensure credibility of activities. Concerns include degradation of environmental integrity, collateral risks and diversion of mitigation efforts. Therefore, if linking to Article 6 is desired, jurisdictions must assess the ramifications, including how to demonstrate additionality and permanence of credits in a linked system.10

1.4 Challenges in implementing Article 6

The designers of Article 6 sought to create a robust framework, but there are issues that need to be resolved if the promises of Article 6 are to be realized. We summarize three major issues below.

Double counting remains a concern

To have a significant impact on carbon emissions and to ensure reliability, carbon markets need a consistent way of counting and tracking carbon credits. Article 6 includes a transfer requirement where a corresponding adjustment must be made when credits are transferred between nations to account for the transfer of carbon reduction claims (see Figure 3). Without a central mechanism for registering and approving carbon reduction projects, carbon markets run the risk of multiple parties claiming the same emissions reduction.

For example, if party A reforests land and sells the rights to the credits associated with the sequestered emission reductions to party B, then without a registry to track the credit and a requirement for a corresponding adjustment, there is a risk that both parties will count these emission reductions towards their reduction targets. This also applies to Article 6 transfers and NDC impacts. If emission reductions are double-counted, confidence in the market is undermined and actual reductions in global emissions are overestimated, in turn degrading the environmental integrity of the carbon reduction funding activity.
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Avoided emissions solutions

The question of whether emissions avoidance efforts can be used to generate Article 6.4 certificates is a crucial issue that requires further explanation. Activities involving the reduction or removal of GHG emissions are expressly included in the scope of the mechanism under Article 6 agreed at COP26. However, the decision on the addition of a third category of activities – emissions avoidance – has been left open and no significant progress has been made on this issue.

The exact meaning of the term “avoidance” is unclear, as there is no official definition from the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the terms “avoidance” and “reduction” are often used interchangeably in carbon markets. For example, if emissions are reduced by switching from natural gas electricity to renewable electricity, this activity can generate VCM credits and sometimes compliance credits by avoiding future natural gas-related emissions. However, whether these reductions should be eligible for credit trading remains unclear. Getting clarity on eligible carbon reduction project types – and thus agreeing a standard definition of a carbon credit asset class – is critical to the feasibility of carbon reduction projects.
Lack of progress in implementing an international carbon credit registry

Progress has been slow in implementing an Article 6 credit trading registry, although an update is expected at COP28 and the UN Supervisory Body has indicated confidence that 2024 could be the start of market operations. Progress is essential to maintain the momentum of Article 6 markets and to give potential market participants clear information about how the market is working.

In particular, the private sector is waiting to see how the problems associated with the operationalization of Article 6 will be resolved before deciding to participate in this carbon market and to invest funds in carbon reduction projects. Article 6 also has the potential to disrupt the VCM as investors too are waiting for clarity as to whether Article 6 will impact carbon credit ownership claims and whether countries will put Article 6 frameworks in place for approving the transfer of carbon credits between nations.
Status of carbon markets in the MENA region

Article 6 mechanisms will open opportunities for countries in the region to comply with their NDCs.
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2.1 Overview of MENA countries’ climate commitments

The Middle East region holds half the world’s oil reserves and 40% of its natural gas.\textsuperscript{12} Its per capita annual emissions are among the highest of any region in the world (13 tCO\textsubscript{2}e), trailing North America (19 tCO\textsubscript{2}e) and above Europe (7.8 tCO\textsubscript{2}e).\textsuperscript{13} In December 2023, the region hosts the UN Climate Conference COP28. One critical question to consider is this: How can the region benefit from the Article 6 framework to accelerate its carbon abatement efforts in a more cost-effective way?

This chapter examines the status of the MENA region’s carbon market, focusing on current implementation problems around regulatory frameworks, financial demands and infrastructure requirements. Based on these findings, the chapter proposes options to close existing gaps between countries and establish an Article 6-aligned carbon market across the region.

The analysis for this report relates to 16 countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Israel, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Syrian Arab Republic and the United Arab Emirates (the UAE). While Libya, Yemen and Iran are also analysed, they are not signatories to the Paris Agreement, which is mandatory to trade under Article 6.

While most MENA countries have set specific NDC goals, only eight out of 16 have committed to net zero.\textsuperscript{14} To date, the region has focused on using voluntary rather than regulated carbon markets to help with decarbonization efforts. Half the countries are either planning or pursuing government-led initiatives in the VCM. While Israel and Morocco have introduced a carbon tax,\textsuperscript{15} this is not directly related to carbon trading since emissions reductions driven by such internal policy instruments are not additional.

Table 1 outlines the status of each country in the region regarding their climate commitments, NDC strategies and involvement in carbon markets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC)</th>
<th>Net-zero target\textsuperscript{16}</th>
<th>Intention to use Article 6 for NDC\textsuperscript{17}</th>
<th>Bilateral agreements in place</th>
<th>Designated national authority\textsuperscript{18}</th>
<th>Voluntary carbon market involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>7% GHG reduction by 2030</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>30% GHG reduction by 2035</td>
<td>2060 Pledge</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Ongoing with govt support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Sector goals for GHG reduction by 2030:</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Ongoing with govt support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Electricity 37%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Oil and gas 65%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Transportation 7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>Strategies described in different topics but no specific goals</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>CDM/VCM project experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>27% GHG reduction by 2030 and 85% by 2050</td>
<td></td>
<td>2050 in discussion</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
<td></td>
<td>CDM/VCM project experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sector goals:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 30% in industry by 2030 and 56% by 2050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Renewable power generation share of 20% in 2025 and 30% in 2030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>31% GHG reduction by 2030</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing with govt support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While most MENA countries have set specific NDC goals, only eight out of 16 have committed to net zero.\textsuperscript{14} To date, the region has focused on using voluntary rather than regulated carbon markets to help with decarbonization efforts. Half the countries are either planning or pursuing government-led initiatives in the VCM. While Israel and Morocco have introduced a carbon tax,\textsuperscript{15} this is not directly related to carbon trading since emissions reductions driven by such internal policy instruments are not additional.

Table 1 outlines the status of each country in the region regarding their climate commitments, NDC strategies and involvement in carbon markets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>GHG Reduction目标</th>
<th>2030年</th>
<th>2050年</th>
<th>政策</th>
<th>支持</th>
<th>项目经验</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>7.4% with unconditional national effort</td>
<td>2060 pledged</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>CDM/VCM project experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>20% GHG reduction (unconditional) by 2030 and 31% (conditional) compared to business-as-usual</td>
<td>2050 in policy</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>18.3% GHG reduction by 2030</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Yes, with Switzerland and Singapore</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>7% GHG reduction by 2030: - 4% on national efforts - 3% needs assistance</td>
<td>2050 in policy</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian Territories</td>
<td>12.8-24.4% GHG reduction by 2040</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>25% GHG reduction by 2030</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>- 278 million tonnes of CO₂e to be reduced annually by 2030 - 50% of energy mix from renewables by 2030</td>
<td>2050 in policy</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Yes, with Japan</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>45% GHG reduction (unconditional and conditional) compared to 2010, by 2030</td>
<td>2050 in policy</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Yes, with Japan</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Means of implementation described but no specific goals</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>19% GHG reduction by 2030</td>
<td>2050 in policy</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>Yes, with Japan</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Developments in Article 6’s governance, finance and infrastructure pillars

Three pillars must be in place to attract participation in Article 6 and to ensure a solid policy foundation by which it can be operationalized:

- **Governance**: addresses institutional requirements and roles needed to create credible processes to enable the trading of GHG reduction credits.

- **Financing**: refers to the need to draw financial resources to carbon reduction projects under Article 6-aligned national approaches, by clarifying the definition of carbon credit assets to support funding investment decisions.

- **Infrastructure**: establishes the tools and registry required to support ongoing trading, tracking and retirement of carbon reduction project credits.

Although the implementation of Article 6 in MENA has been slow, various experiences throughout the region demonstrate how some countries are committed to achieve adequate operationalization of governance, financing and infrastructure pillars.
Governance

Bilateral agreements for ITMOs and designated national authorities (DNAs) established for A6.4ERs

Four countries in the region have bilateral agreements for emissions reduction transactions under Article 6.2. Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and the UAE have agreements with Japan under the Joint Crediting Mechanism (JCM), while Morocco has agreements with Singapore and Switzerland.

This progress, along with participation of these countries in the Article 6 partnership, will help build regional capacities and accelerate future operationalization of Article 6 throughout the region. Currently, the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Morocco have confirmed their DNAs for the management of the Article 6.4 mechanism, clarifying the interest of these countries in the transaction of both ITMOs and A6.4ERs.

Financing

Direct purchase approaches dominate but multiple carbon market platforms established

Most Article 6 pilots are structured under the direct purchase approach of ITMOs. Out of the 136 global pilots, two were developed by Morocco with the country’s organic waste-to-energy programme and the energy efficiency fund. Nevertheless, some new financing opportunities are emerging from the experience of MENA countries with Japan as a bilateral partner.

For example, JCM encourages project financing during the first phase of implementation, with funding in the form of grants and loans provided by the Government of Japan, its affiliated organizations and the Asian Development Bank (ADB). This can also include funding for JCM feasibility studies for decarbonization technologies and to develop JCM methodologies.

Nevertheless, financing through the direct purchase of Article 6 credits is likely to continue to be of great interest due to strong demand from different companies to obtain high-quality credits to meet their decarbonization objectives. To facilitate this, it will be important for countries to join efforts with different initiatives such as the Regional Company of the Voluntary Carbon Market (RCVCM). Founded by Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund (PIF) and the Saudi Tadawul Group, the initiative seeks to offer direction and resources to assist companies and industries in the MENA region to participate in a robust and effective market for the generation and utilization of voluntary carbon credits. RCVCM can provide valuable support due to its ability to channel climate finance and its plan to establish a fund to invest in climate projects.

There are further initiatives underway signalling the ambition of both public and private actors to mitigate emissions using market mechanisms in the MENA region. For example, AirCarbon Exchange (ACX), First Abu Dhabi Bank, Mubadala Investment Company, Abu Dhabi National Energy Company, Abu Dhabi Future Energy Company and the UAE Independent Climate Change Accelerators (UICCA) have established an alliance to cooperate on issues such as decarbonization, development of standards and frameworks for innovative carbon finance. This alliance could accelerate the implementation of a robust carbon market not only in the UAE but throughout the region. In addition, First Abu Dhabi Bank has established a carbon desk to promote carbon trading across the region (see Box 2).

BOX 2

First Abu Dhabi Bank (FAB)

First Abu Dhabi Bank (FAB) has established a carbon desk that plays a central role in carbon trading, not only in the UAE, but also in a wider international context. Through this operational approach, FAB enables the trading of physical carbon allowances and credits within the bank’s portfolio, extending these services to its customers. With the introduction of the FAB Carbon Desk, the bank aims to foster the growth of the carbon market ecosystem in the Middle East region and globally. At the same time, it aims to promote the development of transparent carbon markets, enhancing the credibility and efficiency of carbon credits.
Infrastructure

Progress underway with increasing interest in moving forward

For the MENA region to develop a robust carbon market and improve flows of climate finance, it needs to develop a more robust market infrastructure and provide more transparency on the use of carbon credits.

There is some progress on this front. For example, Jordan has worked with the World Bank’s partnership for market implementation (PMI) to create a measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) system and a GHG registry that comply with international standards. These systems support the nation’s NDC by monitoring emissions in industries like energy, transportation and agriculture. Jordan made its MRV software available as open source to other countries to help develop the infrastructure needed to operationalize Article 6, in turn promoting the transparency of carbon trading in the region.

Similarly, the UAE’s Ministry of Climate Change and Environment launched the National Dialogue for Climate Ambition (NDCA) to define and raise sectoral climate ambitions and advance the UAE Net Zero by 2050 strategic initiative to meet its NDC. In addition, the ministry has signed a preliminary agreement with the UAE-based Industrial Innovation Group (IIG) and Venom Foundation to establish a national system for carbon credits using blockchain technology. This agreement aims to create a system to promote transparency and reliability across the entire carbon asset development process.
Opportunities in implementing Article 6 across MENA

MENA’s leadership in energy markets and access to renewable resources position it as a major potential supplier of carbon credits.
Given its position as a global leader in energy markets, the MENA region has the potential to emerge as a prominent supplier of high-quality carbon offsets, as well as to maximize opportunities to fund strategic carbon reduction projects that can reduce both the global and local costs of meeting NDCs. The incorporation of carbon credit value streams can assist MENA in harnessing its renewable and nature-based resources, by accelerating progress in the climate-critical technologies outlined below.27

### Leverage large-scale renewable energy projects

MENA region’s vast solar and wind resources make it an ideal location for large-scale renewable energy projects with the potential to significantly reduce carbon emissions associated with power generation. The region receives 22-26% of all solar energy that hits the planet and has the capacity to supply at least 50% of global electricity consumption.28

Additionally, if emissions reduction targets are exceeded and renewable projects are eligible, MENA region could generate carbon credits for the Article 6 market.

#### Commercial International Bank Egypt (CIB)

CIB has demonstrated the potential role of banks as a viable stakeholder in the carbon market ecosystem. Through the successful issuance of the Green Bond, CIB has paved the way for the private sector’s transition to a low-carbon economy by providing products and services that contribute to mitigation and decarbonization, including renewable energy, industrial energy efficiency, green buildings and resource efficiency.

To help drive the real economy transition, in 2021 CIB launched the “Sustaining Sectors” programme, a sectoral and multi-stakeholder platform that involves broad participation from key players in the national decarbonization journey. The platform has set up an ecosystem of certified professionals, energy audits and awareness-raising programmes. The programme enables Bank executives, current and potential clients, policy-makers, academics and technology service-providers to participate in an interactive discourse and collaboration that ensures market readiness for carbon trading and effective implementation of Article 6 in Egypt.

#### Invest in breakthrough technologies

Innovative technologies, such as green hydrogen and carbon capture technologies, are showing potential to help decarbonize heavy industrial sectors of the global economy.

Green hydrogen, created with renewable energy, can replace fossil fuels in hard-to-abate sectors like transportation and steel production. Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Oman, Egypt and Morocco are actively exploring green hydrogen opportunities, signing memoranda of understanding for strategic partnerships and carrying out feasibility studies.29

Saudi Arabia and the UAE have announced investments in carbon reduction technology, particularly in carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) and direct air capture (DAC).30 CCUS captures industrial emissions at source, while DAC extracts CO₂ from the atmosphere for it to be subsequently stored underground. Currently in the prototype phase, DAC is costly ($600–$1,000/tCO₂), but with regulations and market development, future costs could drop to $125–$335/tCO₂ for a large-scale plant built today, according to the International Energy Agency.31

All operational DAC plants are located in Europe and North America. However, there are regional assessments into DAC underway by the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) as part of UAE’s
decarbonization goals and ADNOC’s 2045 Net Zero ambition. ADNOC and Occidental have announced they are actively assessing potential investment opportunities in the UAE and the US in both carbon capture and storage and DAC. Building up large portfolios like these could transform the region into a major promoter of climate-compatible and efficient technologies.

These breakthrough technologies align with carbon reduction projects that could generate ITMOs and A6.4ERs by avoiding and capturing emissions. Global multi-stakeholder platforms such as CCS+ (“carbon capture and storage in its various forms”) and Hydrogen to Net Zero (H₂NZ) aim to leverage carbon markets to accelerate the adoption of breakthrough technologies. The CCS+ initiative builds a robust accounting framework to bolster environmental integrity for advancing innovative climate technologies. Likewise, the H₂NZ initiative works towards establishing and validating methodologies for low-carbon hydrogen projects in line with standards set by Verra and Gold Standard.

These quantification approaches may then transition to Article 6 markets upon the establishment of global procedures for adopting eligible projects to generate ITMOs or A6.4ERs. As a result, countries could attract investments by including these high-cost operations in authorization statements for Article 6 trading, making them government-backed projects that de-risk green technologies while monetizing the carbon market.

These investments should complement broader efforts to decarbonize the economy under NDC commitments. It is important that any investments in green hydrogen or CCS should not displace urgent efforts to phase out fossil fuels as rapidly as the science requires.

Cultivate natural climate solutions

MENA’s unique environmental conditions offer opportunities for nature-based carbon sequestration, such as mangrove forests acting as carbon sinks. Reforestation, afforestation and sustainable land management practices can also contribute to carbon reduction, while enhancing biodiversity and ecosystem services. The region’s commitment to natural climate solutions (NCS) is evident in, for example, the Middle East Green Initiative’s aim to plant 50 billion trees across the Middle East, ADNOC’s tree planting on Zirku Island and Oman’s mission to plant 10 million trees. Furthermore, the region’s extensive coastal areas along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea, Gulf and Atlantic Ocean could attract investment in coastal ecosystems, such as mangroves, which can store three to five times more carbon than terrestrial forests.

By simultaneously pursuing these technology pathways and projects, MENA can emerge as a key player in the global carbon offset market, offering high-quality offsets generated through a diverse range of initiatives that align with international climate goals.

3.2 Opportunities in expanding Article 6 markets across MENA

To identify regional Article 6 implementation opportunities, challenges and specific market players’ needs, the Forum conducted a survey from June–July 2023 with 16 responses from subject-matter experts, augmented with one-on-one interviews with relevant stakeholders and contrasted the results with secondary data.

The survey results also provided recommendations – detailed in the next chapter – on how to promote Article 6 supply and demand and how MENA countries could leverage Article 6 to achieve climate and sustainable development goals.

Figure 4 shows survey participants’ roles in the Article 6 ecosystem. These range from an active role as buyers, sellers or developers of Article 6 credits to a supportive role facilitating ecosystem development as enablers, market intermediaries or providing technical assistance.
Promoting private sector participation in low-carbon transition

As a new and evolved carbon credit transaction environment, Article 6 opens the door for further private sector engagement. A substantial proportion (63%) of respondents acknowledged Article 6’s role in stimulating private sector participation in the transition to a low-carbon economy, aligning with the region’s wider decarbonization goals.

Currently, MENA receives the smallest amount of climate finance of any region in the world – an estimated $16 billion a year. However, stronger private sector participation could have a considerable impact on closing the regional climate finance gap, estimated at $186 billion to comply with NDCs.

Accessing new low-carbon technologies and promoting sustainable development

In addition to promoting private sector participation, half of respondents said that Article 6 could facilitate access to innovative low-carbon technologies, paving the way for new types of collaboration between countries and entities to achieve further mitigation in the future. Expanding the Article 6 market could also strengthen national institutional capacity and lead to more technology options becoming available in host countries.

The same proportion of respondents saw Article 6 as a catalyst for promoting sustainable development. Guidance around Article 6 implementation includes how governments should incorporate the achievement of sustainable development objectives into the Article 6 national framework. By properly designing and implementing activities, governments can deliver mutually beneficial impacts for buyers and sellers that contribute to their sustainable development goals.
Opportunities in expanding Article 6 markets across MENA

![Bar Chart](image)

### 3.3 Barriers to scaling up Article 6 markets across the MENA region

**Lack of enabling policy environment at country level**

As shown in Figure 6, the great majority (94%) of respondents declared the lack of Article 6 policy development at country level and uncertainty regarding participation mechanisms as the major current challenges to implementing Article 6 in the region. This is likely to be the result of knowledge and capacity gaps, limited regional participation with Article 6.2 (only four out of 16 countries in the region have Article 6.2 agreements) and the fact that the Article 6.4 mechanism is not yet operational.

While only three MENA nations have established a governmental body in charge of Article 6 approvals, the completion of the Article 6.4 guidance should enable a much more rapid pursuit of projects, transactions and development of policy and infrastructure in support of Article 6 at the national level. 46

As long as host countries maintain the technical rigour that leads to high-quality credits, create infrastructure that enables mutually beneficial transactions and ensure transparency through the tracking of carbon reduction projects, then the relatively slow process of Article 6 adoptions in the region can be accelerated. This in turn will provide mutual benefit for both buying and selling parties as well as enabling more rapid progress towards global climate mitigation.

**Uncertainty around which activities are eligible within Article 6**

A majority (56%) of respondents reported that there is uncertainty around the mitigation activities that would be eligible under Article 6 operations and how the private sector could play a preeminent role in the ecosystem. The rulebook of the UNFCCC has opened the possibility for negotiating parties to define eligible activities, as these can be context- and location-specific. However, this can also prove challenging since countries must decide which activities are suitable for international carbon credit trading without compromising their own ability to achieve their NDCs.
Insufficient supporting infrastructure

Half the respondents identified insufficient supporting infrastructure, such as a lack of national registries or MRV systems, as hampering the development of the Article 6 market. This reflects a need to implement a robust market infrastructure that ensures transparency and traceability around carbon credits and provides a trustworthy environment for the private sector in the region.

The World Bank, International Emission Trading Association (IETA), and government of Singapore launched the Climate Action Data Trust - an open source global platform that aggregates and harmonizes carbon market data, as well as connects national carbon registries across the world. The ultimate goal is to enhance the transparency and interoperability of data and registry systems in the carbon markets. Governments can adopt independent registries or the upcoming international registry provided by the UNFCCC. However, it is essential to involve non-governmental actors in discussions to decide best practices around technicalities in infrastructure and to consider specific stakeholder’s needs in local contexts.

FIGURE 6
Challenges in implementing an operational carbon market under Article 6 in the MENA region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of overall enabling policy environment and/or clarity on participation mechanisms at a country level</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient knowledge around which activities may be eligible for inclusion within Article 6</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient supporting infrastructure</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness among the private sector on how to participate in Article 6</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited size of local market and insufficient coordination across the MENA region to offer investable opportunities at scale</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delays at the UNFCCC level to finalize the operational modalities of Article 6 under the Paris Agreement</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations to expand Article 6 across MENA

MENA countries should develop a clear, unified legal framework that includes provisions for voluntary and compliance carbon markets.
The following recommendations to accelerate the speed and expand the scale of Article 6 markets across the MENA region are based on the current challenges that stakeholders face in the region. They also benefit from the collective wisdom of the World Economic Forum’s Carbon Market Innovation Initiative, a platform for a community of business leaders, governments and experts that encourages dialogue to better understand the challenges and opportunities of carbon markets.

**Establish a regional Article 6 governance framework with guidelines on how to participate**

Any guidelines will need to meet the requirements under Article 6 while leveraging existing national carbon market infrastructure. An important first step towards establishing a solid governance framework is to learn from the deal-tracking and transfer systems of other countries. For example, Morocco, Tunisia, the UAE and Saudi Arabia might pave the way for other states in MENA.

By adapting ongoing agreements and understanding locally specific concerns that stakeholders may have, governments can work towards providing the proper safeguards under bilateral agreements to encourage key stakeholder participation. Furthermore, participation guidelines should cover the repercussions of non-compliance with standards for quality, integrity and delivery of transactions in order to create clarity on what liabilities may exist and how these issues could be resolved.

**Evaluate eligible Article 6 carbon reduction activities that align with credible NDC compliance**

Assessing the appropriateness of various climate projects or activities for involvement in global market mechanisms is necessary to determine which activities in the MENA region are eligible under Article 6 of the Paris Agreement. To do this, MENA countries should examine their NDCs and determine the sectors and activities where emissions reductions or removals are a priority. Additionally, countries should explore prospective climate initiatives that align with their climate goals and priorities while maintaining social and environmental safeguards.

During this process it is important to remember that the main priority for countries is to comply with their NDCs. Therefore, the eligibility of Article 6 activities should be based on the capacity of each country to achieve its long-term domestic decarbonization, while catalysing additional mitigation outcomes that could be used towards NDCs and their sustainable development co-benefits. In line with this, countries should prioritize collaboration with key stakeholders throughout the process to develop a comprehensive framework that is understood and adopted by all parties involved.

**Enhance the infrastructure needed to implement Article 6 operationalization**

Enhancing a digital transaction infrastructure in the MENA region for Article 6 compliance is key to ensuring transparency and confidence in the carbon market. To build this infrastructure, countries will need to:

- Assess current capabilities
- Establish secure digital registries that define the use of an international, regional or national approach
- Adopt digital tools for data collection
- Ensure interoperability with international systems (e.g. Climate Action Data Trust)

To achieve this, countries are advised to look for international collaboration (e.g. Jordan digital MRV free source software) to leverage existing expertise and foster interoperability. Enhanced infrastructure can enable effective participation in carbon markets and cooperation mechanisms.

**Find synergies between future compliance carbon markets and regional voluntary carbon initiatives**

Under Article 6, countries can develop their own approaches. For MENA nations, finding synergies between different carbon markets and mechanisms across the region could unlock new opportunities for emissions reduction initiatives, attract investment and accelerate progress towards climate goals. To successfully navigate these complicated markets, cooperation, transparent regulations and unified standards will be essential.

Accordingly, to ensure fungibility between different carbon market segments, it is important to develop a clear and unified legal framework that includes provisions for voluntary and compliance carbon markets. Exploring mechanisms for linking the regional voluntary carbon market with international compliance markets could create additional demand for carbon credits that would be beneficial for market stability.

Equally, countries should support projects developed in the voluntary carbon market that can transition into compliance carbon markets or qualify...
for Article 6 mechanisms. However, care needs to be taken when selecting appropriate projects as some may not be tradeable under Article 6. Nonetheless, emission reductions will still be of value to nations and businesses seeking to meet NDCs and climate mitigation goals, but the impact of not being able to monetize those emission reductions needs to be assessed to understand the economics of the activities.

Investing in capacity-building efforts to equip local stakeholders with the skills and knowledge needed to navigate various carbon markets and mechanisms is needed to secure private sector participation.

Strengthen public-private interactions to provide clear market signals and promote private sector participation

While the private sector can play different roles in the Article 6 ecosystem, it acts mainly as seller, developer or buyer. Understanding when and how to participate can make a significant impact on their participation. By establishing public-private sector communications channels, private sector organizations can better understand the status, needs and opportunities of carbon markets. This can not only spark local interest for developers but also attract foreign investment by providing valuable information for their financial due diligence.

In addition, with the help of international organizations such as the UN Development Programme (UNDP), public-private partnerships can be organized to mitigate risk and provide a financial reward out of project development in an Article 6 context. This can stimulate local investment while contributing to achieving governmental climate pledges. To set up a successful public-private partnership, capacity building is required to educate actors on the rights and responsibilities that come with each role, along with timelines to align with the country’s NDC strategy.

Approach to align Article 6 initiatives with MENA stakeholders’ interests

Many organizations globally have focused their expertise and resources on accelerating the level of participation in Article 6 to ensure a fluid and credible marketplace for carbon reduction activities. From international organizations and NGOs to countries and private sector entities, there is a concerted effort across a wide range of activities to operationalize Article 6. Initiatives include registry development, JCM’s efforts to increase participation in Article 6.2, and work by the UN Supervisory Body on finalizing credibility criteria to generate a tradeable carbon reduction outcome in terms of ITMOs and A6.4ERs and on registry infrastructure.

The success of these initiatives and the wider Article 6 process depend on the engagement of all stakeholders to find cooperative and consensus-based approaches. Such engagements can work particularly well in a context such as MENA to enhance capacity building, encourage regional action and accelerate activity. Some relevant initiatives working towards operationalizing Article 6 in MENA are outlined in Table 2. Governments, organizations and private entities have the opportunity to engage with these initiatives in accordance with their specific interests, feedback and inquiries related to their participation in the Article 6 ecosystem.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative operating in MENA</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World Economic Forum’s Carbon Market Innovation Initiative</td>
<td>Encourages dialogue to better understand the challenges and opportunities of carbon markets; supports the development of high-integrity carbon markets and helps address the fundamental issues that are slowing the adoption of these markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Carbon Markets Initiative (ACMI)</td>
<td>Supports stakeholders in Africa to scale the supply and demand of high-integrity African carbon credits. Intends to grow Africa’s carbon credit retirements to over 1.5 GtCO₂e annually by 2050 and mobilize funds over $100 billion per year by 2050.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa (MENA) Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM)</td>
<td>Formed by Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund, it is aimed at channelling funds and support for its member partners in the supply, purchase and trading of high-quality voluntary carbon credits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGGI DAPA Program (Morocco)</td>
<td>The Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI) in collaboration with the Government of Morocco has launched a programme called Designing Article 6 Policy Approaches (DAPA). The programme supports host countries with policy-based crediting approaches and the design of mitigation activities. This includes the development of MRV systems, design of governance frameworks and capacity building for stakeholders around purchase agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Carbon Council (GCC)</td>
<td>The GCC aims to assist organizations to reduce their carbon footprints and help the sectoral economy to diversify by adopting low-carbon pathways. Assistance includes support in implementing GHG reduction measures and the establishment of a market system between project developers and investors to fund GHG reduction projects, among other activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Payment for Development (CP4D)</td>
<td>A UNDP initiative that adopts a market-orientated approach to encouraging private and state-owned enterprises to identify and invest in opportunities that not only provide products or services but also contribute to a country’s NDCs or GHG reduction targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Collaboration Centre (RCC) for MENA and South Asia</td>
<td>Created by UNFCCC and the World Green Economy Organization, the RCC helps channel local, regional and global resources to support the implementation of NDCs, Article 6, climate finance and stakeholder engagement through facilitating capacity building, technical assistance and strategic networking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

It is time to double-down on efforts to make Article 6 trading a reality in MENA and unblock financial flows that could transform the region and its approach to climate risk.

Article 6 can be a turning point in the world’s progress towards net zero. It provides a framework for creating robust, trusted carbon markets that can attract the investment required to decarbonize the global economy at scale and speed.

Significant progress has been made in operationalizing Article 6. The first Article 6.2 trades are expected soon and Article 6.4 should be operational in 2024. The world is moving closer to internationally endorsed standards for project eligibility and credit quantification, for governance structures at national and international levels, and for the infrastructure needed to register and track the trading of credits.

However, challenges remain such as maintaining trust in the quality of credits. There is still some way to go to establish the full infrastructure and common standards (including a globally consistent definition of a carbon credit) needed to support smoothly functioning international markets. The global community must work together on this. Nations must create the legislation and infrastructure to facilitate transactions and cooperate to track how credits are registered, transferred and applied to nations’ NDCs.

The MENA region possesses immense mitigation potential through its access to abundant renewable energy and financial capital, especially at a time when capital is looking for solutions in the areas of climate, environmental and social action. MENA is a highly heterogeneous region with both an urgent need and a great potential for regional cooperation. On the one hand, it benefits from a broad diversity of capital and a strong commitment to NDCs. On the other, many countries in the region need a large portion of that capital to decarbonize their hard-to-abate sectors.

Progress towards implementing Article 6 in the region is varied. Some countries have already taken part in pilot projects, such as Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and the United Arab Emirates. But greater implementation of Article 6 could support economic diversification and green growth across the MENA region, particularly for countries heavily reliant on fossil fuel exports. By incentivizing emission reductions and promoting sustainable practices, countries can transition towards low-carbon economies and unlock new economic opportunities, such as green technologies and services.

While the private sector’s ambition to meet its decarbonization targets has stimulated significant demand for voluntary carbon markets in the MENA region, compliance carbon markets need to catch up. Article 6 is of significant importance in bringing these markets closer together and ensuring their credibility, integrity and transparency for regulatory and decision-making purposes. Implementing Article 6 is a process that requires a strong policy framework, coordination between ministries and strong incentives for private sector investment to facilitate market development.

Governments need to clarify priorities by establishing clear rules and adopting an implementation plan for their NDCs. Countries need to understand the transactions required to meet buyer and seller criteria and where projects can be permitted.

The infrastructure for measuring, reporting and verifying emissions, crucial to the establishment of robust carbon markets, needs to be massively developed. The MENA region includes countries with diverse socio-economic backgrounds, ranging from oil-dependent economies to developing nations. Harmonizing carbon pricing policies and ensuring fairness between different countries and sectors can be complex.

There are high expectations for COP28. Negotiations are at a key determining stage to accelerate the implementation of Article 6. If nations succeed in operationalizing Article 6, it could help spur a flood of urgently needed investment into carbon reduction. COP28 could also spark far-reaching climate action in MENA by embracing ground-breaking new technologies and prioritizing early wins. With all eyes on the region, MENA can offer lessons for how to get Article 6 right, while underlining the complex challenges of developing the appropriate governance, financing mechanisms and infrastructure.
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